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Simple Engineering, LLC is owned and operated by a now retired aviation customer support
engineer who loves to solve problems. Simple Engineering has been dedicated to providing
products that improve and enhance the joy of owning your SSR since Based in Phoenix, we felt
the first area of improvement needed to be the SSR cooling system. There are over Auxiliary
Fans in service today. General Motors stopped supplying the OEM Car Covers in and we
negotiated with the manufacturer to begin supplying them through our web site. I just got Mike
in AZ's exhaust tips put on last week. They look amazing! Right out of the box these tips look so
nice and are very well constructed with some thought put into them. Mike at Simple Engineering
Is a Godsend, got all the stuff you could want and more knowledge than anyone and is so very
helpful with learning about your SSR and problems. Super guy. I followed the instructions that
came with the set and did not run into any issues, just as suggested in the instructions I used
three screwdrivers of various size. My thanks go out to Mike for a very well designed installation
tool and for supplying the premium components for our trucks. I installed Mike's hood emblem
protector. Very nice part and does its job very well. If you don't have yours yet, you need to get
in lineâ€¦. Mike's combo of fans are the "coolest"!!!! I finally got around to installing the Simple
Engineering auxiliary fan yesterday. Had it in the box for a few months waiting for the time that I
actually had enough time to do the install. Installation is a bit involved but I could do another
one in half the time knowing what I know now. Very high quality part as you would expect from
Mike Moro. This spoiler actually has a lip on its entire lower edge that helps to capture the air
hitting it, and directs it upward into the radiator area. It even mounts using the exact same
mounting pins as the factory one, and yes, it is fully compatible with mike's auxiliary fan mount
my SSR has both the auxiliary fan and the spoiler mounted on it. The shape of Mike's spoiler is
so perrrrrfect for the shape of the SSR. Looks to me like another winner, Mike! Mike Moro's Air
Dam looks fantastic, added one to the front of my 04, I trimmed the lower lip in red the high
gloss black background looks great, I painted the mounting bolt heads bright silver. The
contour does a great job of directing the air up into the front of the radiator. Function and
beauty, Thanks Mike. Mike installed his "spare tire kit" for me on Sunday morning - he did an
excellent job. Any one interested in purchasing a kit - I highly recommend Mike's. It's a
"complete" kit, includes everything you need, plus some extra touches Mike did on his own. The
quality is just what you would expect from Mike. Mike has helped out a lot of Fanatics. Most of
us have done business with him to improve our rides. Mike from Simple Engineering has done it
again! As usual he has our best interests at heart, and doesn't charge an arm and a leg for the
services either! Installed Mikes replacement fan today , great quality product and fits perfectly
as does everything from Mike. Mike what a phenomenal guy he is! He has not only helped me
out on several occasions but as we all know Mike has helped out countless of our other
members too. I don't know what we would do without Mike as well as many others who have
shared their friendship, passion and many talents too! What a great group of members we have
on our SSR website! Just installed Mike's spare tire and battery relocation kit in my SSR. All I
can say is WOW!!! And WOW again! How many times have we purchased something and things
aren't right or just don't fit. This kit fit perfect. The only problem I had was not buying it sooner.
Mike, thanks for all the things you do for all of us. Mike does an awesome job. His products are
top notch. Love mike and his company. Not only does mine fit like a glove with no modification,
its appearance is better than the OEM dam not to mention the apparent functionality. Mike has
outdone himself. In a word - Awesome! I'd say that Mike's fan looks OEM. However, that would
be an insult to Mike. Mike's fan blows away note the pun any OEM part I've ever seen. The
quality and attention to detail are more than anyone would expect. All I can say is that GM
should offer Mike a job. I installed one of mike's auxiliary fans this week end and it was a piece
of cake. He has detailed instructions with good pictures it worked out great. Mike did good. Just
installed Mike's Fan today. Excellent equipment and wiring package. Instructions are step by
step with pictures. Walked me right though the install. Works like a champ. Cycles on and off at
The part I liked best about the instructions, "If you have a problem, Call me. The kit is complete
with every thing you will need and the installation instructions are so detailed my
granddaughter could install it. Thanks Mike for a great product. I would also like to thank Mike
for a very professional kit with easy installation. We have had a few days with a heat index right
at degrees and I've had no problems in the afternoon stop and go traffic. Easy fit. Great product
with attention to detail and finish, thank you Mike for creating this. I installed the frame stiffener
from Mike and it made a big difference in cowl shake. Many thanks to the fanatics that put forth
the effort to improve the SSR. He is on his second SSR, so he has lived with the quirks we all
have experienced. Great look, another success story for Mike - I highly recommend it. Worth
every penny. Just ordered parts from Mike in AZ again and once again the service and quality of
parts is second to none. His professionalism and huge knowledge base are beyond compare. I
will continue to buy from Mike and look forward to great parts and fantastic service. Keep up the

good work Mike! Mike came to the rescue and had no problem looking after my needs across
the Atlantic. Owning an R posts a few challenges in Europe, however thanks to friends in forum,
makes everything a hell of a lot easier. First class service from Simple engineering. Mike's fan
worked much better than the OE fan ever did. My SSR sets at a steady in the hottest
temperature. Keep up the great work Mike. Simple engineering â€” Since â€” shop now.
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Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. This is a one of a kind in the fact This Chevy SSR is
powered by a 5. Auction Vehicle. This 4-owner car has been well ma This limited-edition
nostalgia pickup is powered by a 6. This low mileage and loaded Chevrolet SSR is the exact
kind of future classic you want. Low miles. Runs and drives amazing. Silver paint. Convertible
top work This Chevrolet SSR is a low mileage modern classic that really gives you everything.
After all This Chevrolet SSR became a classic on day one because no other vehicle took vintage
appeal, m Among th Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a
refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic.
The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black
vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. When you shop the right Chevy dealer, you can find much more than just
the latest Chevy models. You can also find previously owned models, which can include rare
special editions or even older Chevys that represent a piece of automotive history. Is a classic
Corvette on your wish list? You might be able to find it at your local Chevy dealer. Miami
residents know to shop at Miami Lakes Chevrolet for the best selection in the area. The
resulting design was a hybrid between a car and a truck. The cab seated two people and had all
the stylings of a sedan, but there was a narrow truck bed in the back that could carry small
loads. However, the SSR did not have any of the power needed for hauling heavy cargo. The

front had a hard-top convertible roof, creating a unique combination that did not look like
anything else on the road. Though the bubbly, rounded design looked reminiscent of something
from the 50s, it did not quite replicate retro design, nor did it look totally modern. A production
version of the SSR was built in , and it made its first appearance on a casual drive the night
before the Woodward Dream Cruise in Michigan. Rick Wagoner, the president and CEO of GM at
the time, drove the car amongst other attendees out for an evening cruise. The SSR was not
produced for sale until , and it had a short run. By , the line was discontinued, and the only
place you could find an SSR was at a used car dealership or on the secondary market. The
Chevrolet SSR was a true fusion vehicle. It was a car and a truck. It was a sports car and a utility
vehicle. It was both vintage and modern. The convertible cab had two seats with a high position,
making you feel like you were riding in a truck. Yet the interior was more plush and comfortable
than what you would find in most trucks. The interior had leather upholstery, power-operated
controls, cruise control, keyless entry and other nice perks. If you wanted to, you could
customize the look of the interior with things like chrome trim or color-keyed bed strips. You
could upgrade the interior with options like heated seats, a more advanced audio system and
auto-dimming mirrors. The rounded edges and exaggerated features made the SSR look a bit
cartoonish. Some people thought it looked ridiculous, while others thought it looked stylish and
daring. Whatever your opinion of it was, one thing was certain: It was unique. The two-piece
convertible hardtop was stowed vertically between the seats and the truck bed. A tonneau cover
made it possible to close the truck bed to create a more finished look to the exterior, or it could
be rolled back for towing cargo. The Chevrolet SSR had a 5. Those first models could go from 0
to 60 mph in 7. In , a 6. A six-speed manual transmission also became available that year. In ,
only a few minor modifications were made to the engine, increasing the output to horsepower
with a four-speed automatic transmission or horsepower with the manual transmission. GM also
added badges to the model, distinguishing it from the rest of the production run in the first and
only generation. Unfortunately, even though the Chevrolet SSR pushed the boundaries and was
a unique vehicle, the reception to it was pretty underwhelming. Only 24, of those were available
for sale. Chevrolet really rolled out the red carpet when introducing the SSR, but it made little
impact on sales. The bowtie brand hired action movie director Michael Bay to create the debut
advertisement for the SSR. The ad featured six vehicles boarding a carrier as it traveled across
the United States. Despite the fanfare, overall sales were low. It announced the closer in
November , and it closed up shop in mid Even though sales may have been low for the SSR, it
continues to hold a place in the hearts of Chevy fans around the world. In fact, it even has a
cult-like following on the website SSRFanatic. The SSR seems to have a love-it-or-hate-it look,
and many people emphatically loved it. Those are the people who are keeping the memory of
the SSR alive, and they are the people who are keeping resale values up on the secondary
market. However, price
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s are significantly reduced now that the only available SSR models are previously owned.
Visiting the right Chevy dealer is key to your success. We have the widest selection in the area
and some of the best prices. If the timing is right, you may be able to find a gorgeous Chevrolet
SSR on our lot, or you may find one of the many other exceptional vehicles that Chevrolet has
produced over the years. We also provide the care and service your vehicle needs to stay in top
condition for many years to come. When you own a rare vehicle like a Chevy SSR, you need to
give it the right care to keep it on the road for as long as possible. Your email:. Miami Lakes
Chevrolet Blog. Reception Unfortunately, even though the Chevrolet SSR pushed the
boundaries and was a unique vehicle, the reception to it was pretty underwhelming. Chevrolet
also snagged a spot for the SSR as a pace car in the Indianapolis New Teen Driving Safety on
Malibu. Recent Posts. More Recent Posts. Automotive SEO by Wikimotive.

